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Lincoln Takes Command The Campaign To Seize Norfo
A pictorial biography enlarged by 32 pages of portraits, busts, cartoons, and text. Text rewritten where needed to incorporate
findings of recent research.
A detailed history of one week during the Civil War in which the American president assumed control of the nation s military.
One rainy evening in May, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln boarded the revenue cutter Miami and sailed to Fort Monroe in
Hampton Roads, Virginia. There, for the first and only time in our country s history, a sitting president assumed direct control
of armed forces to launch a military campaign. In Lincoln Takes Command, author Steve Norderdetails this exciting, little-known
week in Civil War history. Lincoln recognized the strategic possibilities offered by Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan s ongoing
Peninsula Campaign and the importance of seizing Norfolk, Portsmouth, and the Gosport Navy Yard. For five days, the president
spent time on sea and land, studied maps, spoke with military leaders, suggested actions, and issued direct orders to subordinate
commanders. He helped set in motion many events, including the naval bombardment of a Confederate fort, the sailing of Union
ships up the James River toward the enemy capital, an amphibious landing of Union soldiers followed by an overland march that
expedited the capture of Norfolk, Portsmouth, and the navy yard, and the destruction of the Rebel ironclad CSS Virginia. The
president returned to Washington in triumph, with some urging him to assume direct command of the nation s field armies.
The week discussed in Lincoln Takes Command has never been as heavily researched or told in such fine detail. The successes
that crowned Lincoln s short time in Hampton Roads offered him a better understanding of, and more confidence in, his ability
to see what needed to be accomplished. This insight helped sustain him through the rest of the war.
Contains more than 100 maps, diagrams and illustrations The Staff Ride Handbook for the Overland Campaign, Virginia, 4 May
to 15 June 1864, is the tenth study in the Combat Studies Institute s (CSI) Staff Ride Handbook series. This handbook analyzes
Lieutenant General Ulysses S. Grant s 1864 Overland Campaign from the crossing of the Rapidan River on 4 May to the
initiation of the crossing of the James River on 15 June. Unlike many of CSI s previous handbooks, this handbook focuses on
the operational level of war. Even so, it provides a heavy dose of tactical analysis, thereby making this ride a superb tool for
developing Army leaders at almost all levels. Designed to be completed in three days, this staff ride is flexible enough to allow
units to conduct a one-day or two-day ride that will still enable soldiers to gain a full range of insights offered by the study of this
important campaign. In developing their plan for conducting an Overland Campaign staff ride, unit commanders are encouraged
to consider analyzing the wide range of military problems associated with warfighting that this study offers. This campaign
provides a host of issues to be examined, to include logistics, intelligence, psychological operations, use of reconnaissance (or
lack thereof), deception, leadership, engineering, campaign planning, soldier initiative, and many other areas relevant to the
modern military professional. Each of these issues, and others also analyzed herein, are as germane to us today as they were 150
years ago.
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The stirring history of a president and a capital city on the front lines of war and freedom. In the late 1840s, Representative
Abraham Lincoln resided at Mrs. Sprigg s boardinghouse on Capitol Hill. Known as Abolition House, Mrs. Sprigg s hosted
lively dinner-table debates of antislavery politics by the congressional boarders. The unusually rapid turnover in the enslaved
staff suggested that there were frequent escapes north to freedom from Abolition House, likely a cog in the underground
railroad. These early years in Washington proved formative for Lincoln. In 1861, now in the White House, Lincoln could gaze out
his office window and see the Confederate flag flying across the Potomac. Washington, DC, sat on the front lines of the Civil War.
Vulnerable and insecure, the capital was rife with Confederate sympathizers. On the crossroads of slavery and freedom, the city
was a refuge for thousands of contraband and fugitive slaves. The Lincoln administration took strict measures to tighten security
and established camps to provide food, shelter, and medical care for contrabands. In 1863, a Freedman s Village rose on the
grounds of the Lee estate, where the Confederate flag once flew. The president and Mrs. Lincoln personally comforted the
wounded troops who flooded wartime Washington. In 1862, Lincoln spent July 4 riding in a train of ambulances carrying
casualties from the Peninsula Campaign to Washington hospitals. He saluted the One-Legged Brigade assembled outside the
White House as orators, their wounds eloquent expressions of sacrifice and dedication. The administration built more than
one hundred military hospitals to care for Union casualties. These are among the unforgettable scenes in Lincoln s Citadel, a
fresh, absorbing narrative history of Lincoln s leadership in Civil War Washington. Here is the vivid story of how the Lincoln
administration met the immense challenges the war posed to the city, transforming a vulnerable capital into a bastion for the
Union.
Commander of All Lincoln s Armies
Campaigns of the Civil War
History of the Civil War, 1861-1865
The Battle of Atlanta
A Study of the War Administration of 1861 and 1862, with Special Consideration of Some Recent Statements of Gen. Geo. B.
McClellan
The Union Sixth Army Corps in the Chancellorsville Campaign
“Full, fair, and accurate. . . . Certainly the most objective biography of Lincoln ever written.”
—Pulitzer Prize-winner David Herbert Donald, New York Times Book Review From preeminent Civil War
historian Stephen B. Oates comes the book the Washington Post hails as “the standard one-volume
biography of Lincoln.” Oates’ With Malice Toward None is recognized as the seminal biography of the
Sixteenth President, by one of America’s most prominent historians.
How Abraham Lincoln redefined the presidency
Campaignes of the Civil War - inclusive.
The Address was delivered at the dedication of the Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg,
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Pennsylvania, on the afternoon of Thursday, November 19, 1863, during the American Civil War, four and
a half months after the Union armies defeated those of the Confederacy at the decisive Battle of
Gettysburg. In just over two minutes, Lincoln invoked the principles of human equality espoused by the
Declaration of Independence and redefined the Civil War as a struggle not merely for the Union, but as
"a new birth of freedom" that would bring true equality to all of its citizens, and that would also
create a unified nation in which states' rights were no longer dominant. Throughout history, some books
have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted.
They have enriched lives - and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers,
pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
Lincoln and Stanton
Commander in Chief
London: 1886-1889
The Army of the Potomac
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States; Commandery of the State of Pennsylvania;
Memorial Meeting, February 12, 1908 (Classic Reprint)
March - November 1864, Covering the Roles of Grant, Lincoln, Sheridan, Meade, Monocacy, Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, Cedar Creek, Lt. General Early, and McCausland
Excerpt from Abraham Lincoln: Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States; Commandery of the
State of Pennsylvania; Memorial Meeting, February 12, 1908 I did not see President Lincoln again until
after the Atlanta campaign. While I was convalescing from wounds received at Atlanta, General Grant
invited me to visit him at City Point. It was at a time when everything around Petersburg looked blue.
The desertions from our army were about equal to the enlistments, and there was a general demand that
Grant should move. I spent two weeks looking at the Army of the Potomac, the finest and best equipped
army I ever saw. I visited all the commands of the Armies of the James and Potomac as they surrounded
Petersburg and held the north side of the James River, and became acquainted with most of its army and
corps commanders. Evenings we would sit around the camp fire at City Point, and General Grant in that
comprehensive and conversational way he had of describing any event, when he felt at liberty to talk
freely, which is shown so plainly in his Memoirs, told me of his campaign from the Wilderness to City
Point, of many of his plans that failed to materialize for various reasons that he gave. After listening
several evenings to the discussion of these matters I asked General Grant very innocently and naturally
who was responsible for the failure of these plans, and looking at me in that humorous way which was in
his disposition he replied: That, General, has not yet been determined. While at City Point I visited
the Army of the James, then commanded by General Butler, when he attempted to break through the enemy's
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lines on the north side of the James, and saw the attack and failure. I was greatly im pressed as I saw
the troops move up to the attack, and stand so steadily, and receive the destructive fire of the enemy
without taking cover. In the West, under similar conditions, our men would have gone to cover when they
saw there was no possibility of carrying the works before them, but here they seemed to wait for an
order, and my anxiety for them was such that I could not help expressing my surprise that they did not
either charge or cover, but they stood there taking a murderous fire until the command to retire was
given. In the West while they stood there our whole line would have found shelter behind trees, or
buried themselves. As I was leaving City Point Gen eral Grant suggested I should call on' President
Lincoln as I returned to my command in the Army of the Tennessee. General Rufus Ingalls, Chief
Quartermaster of the Army of the Potomac, and Major - General Burk, of the British Army, who commanded
in Canada, were on the headquarters boat that took me to Washington. When I arrived I went immediately
to the White House. In the ante-room I met Senator Harlan of Iowa, who took me imo mediately to
President Lincoln. He had a room full of callers, and asked me to sit down until he disposed of the
waiting crowd. I sat there and watched President Lincoln dispose of one after another, always in a
kindly way. After waiting a long time I felt that, perhaps, he had disposed of me in the same way he had
the others, and I took occasion to say to him that I had only called to pay my respects, and unless he
desired me to wait longer, I would bid him good-bye. He immediately asked me to wait, saying he desired
to see me if I had the time to spare. After the crowd had gone the doors were closed. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com
As 1864 began, the outlook was grim for Confederate President Jefferson Davis and his generals. The
encouraging victories in 1863 at Chancellorsville, Virginia, and Chickamauga, Georgia, were diminished
by the repulse of General Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern Virginia at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, and by
the fall of Vicksburg, Mississippi. The signs were clear that the Confederacy had lost the strategic
initiative. Davis now had to conserve Southern resources to fight a defensive war. He had to hope that
either Union defeats in 1864 would bring the North to the negotiation table or that a war-weary Northern
electorate would oust President Abraham Lincoln from office in November and replace him with someone
willing to make peace. On the other hand, the strategic outlook for the Union in 1864 was promising. The
previous year had ended on a positive note. The Federal Army of the Potomac had fended off Lee's
northern invasion and forced the rebels to retreat to central Virginia. In the Western Theater, three
Federal armies coordinated by Maj. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant had won a signal victory at Chattanooga,
Tennessee, in November 1863 and were pressing toward the Confederate industrial and rail center at
Atlanta, Georgia. Impressed by Grant's aggressive command style and success, Lincoln brought him to
Washington in early March 1864 to take command of all Federal armies. He promoted Grant to the rank of
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lieutenant general and named him general in chief of the U.S. Army, creating unity of command for all
Union field forces. When Grant arrived in Washington, he found Maj. Gen. George G. Meade's Army of the
Potomac facing Lee's Army of Northern Virginia across the Rappahannock and Rapidan Rivers, from
Fredericksburg to Culpeper, Virginia. In addition to this main area of operations was Virginia's
Shenandoah Valley, a critical region for both sides west of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
"James M. McPherson’s Tried by War is a perfect primer . . . for anyone who wishes to understand the
evolution of the president’s role as commander in chief. Few historians write as well as McPherson, and
none evoke the sound of battle with greater clarity." —The New York Times Book Review The Pulitzer
Prize–winning author reveals how Lincoln won the Civil War and invented the role of commander in chief
as we know it As we celebrate the bicentennial of Lincoln's birth, this study by preeminent, bestselling
Civil War historian James M. McPherson provides a rare, fresh take on one of the most enigmatic figures
in American history. Tried by War offers a revelatory (and timely) portrait of leadership during the
greatest crisis our nation has ever endured. Suspenseful and inspiring, this is the story of how
Lincoln, with almost no previous military experience before entering the White House, assumed the powers
associated with the role of commander in chief, and through his strategic insight and will to fight
changed the course of the war and saved the Union.
The Battle of Antietam, widely known as the bloodiest day in American history, was also a pivotal point
in the Civil War. The battle itself was a draw, but it ended Robert E. Lee's first attempt at invading
the North when his troops withdrew back across the Potomac in the aftermath of the engagement. The
outcome of the battle caused President Lincoln to reevaluate the performance of his general George B.
McClellan, a decision that altered the outcome of the war. Author David Keller provides a fresh look at
the command decisions of Robert E. Lee and George B. McClellan before, during and after the Battle of
Antietam, with insight into President Lincoln's evaluation of McClellan and his use of the Battle of
Antietam for political purposes.
Narrative and Critical History of America
The High Command of the Army of the Potomac
The Long Road to Antietam: How the Civil War Became a Revolution
Last Chance for the Confederacy
Lincoln and His Generals
The Life of Abraham Lincoln

Recently discovered primary source material sheds new light on Farragut's life and times. The first full admiral in American naval
history, he was small in stature and almost sixty years old at the outbreak of the Civil War. Yet Farragut possessed enormous
courage and stamina. He led by example and became an inspiration to the entire nation. Thoroughly researched and compellingly
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written, Lincoln's Admiral examines Farragut's command of the most daring and important assignment of the Civil War: the mission
to recapture the vital Southern port of New Orleans. With meticulous detail, Duffy deftly retraces the steps that led up to that critical
campaign.
In the summer of 1862, President Lincoln called General Henry W. Halleck to Washington, D.C., to take command of all Union
armies in the death struggle against the Confederacy. For the next two turbulent years, Halleck was Lincoln's chief war advisor,
the man the President deferred to in all military matters. Yet, despite the fact that he was commanding general far longer than his
successor, Ulysses S. Grant, he is remembered only as a failed man, ignored by posterity. In the first comprehensive biography of
Halleck, the prize-winning historian John F. Marszalek recreates the life of a man of enormous achievement who bungled his most
important mission. When Lincoln summoned him to the nation's capital, Halleck boasted outstanding qualifications as a military
theorist, a legal scholar, a brave soldier, and a California entrepreneur. Yet in the thick of battle, he couldn't make essential
decisions. Unable to produce victory for the Union forces, he saw his power become subsumed by Grant's emergent leadership, a
loss that paved the way for Halleck's path to obscurity. Harnessing previously unused research, as well as the insights of modern
medicine and psychology, Marszalek unearths the seeds of Halleck's fatal wartime indecisiveness in personality traits and health
problems. In this brilliant dissection of a rich and disappointed life, we gain new understanding of how the key decisions of the Civil
War were taken, as well as insight into the making of effective military leadership.
A concise biography of the legendary Union general and controversial US president from “one of America’s foremost Civil War
authorities” (Kirkus Reviews). Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Bruce Catton explores the life and legacy of one of the nation’s most
misunderstood heroes: Ulysses S. Grant. In this classic work, Grant emerges as a complicated figure whose accomplishments
have all too often been downplayed or overlooked. Catton begins with Grant’s youth and his service as a young lieutenant under
General Zachary Taylor in the Mexican-American War. He recounts Grant’s subsequent disgrace, from his forced resignation for
drinking to his failures as a citizen farmer and salesman. He then chronicles his redemption during the Civil War, as Grant rose
from the rank of an unknown solider to commanding general of the US Army and savior of the Union. U. S. Grant and the
American Military Tradition details all of his signature campaigns: From Fort Henry, Shiloh, and the Siege of Vicksburg to Robert
E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Court House, Grant won national renown. Then, as a two-term president, Grant achieved a
number of underrated successes that must figure into any telling of his life. From Grant’s childhood in Ohio to his final days in New
York, this succinct and illuminating biography is required reading for anyone interested in American history.
The Sword of Lincoln is the first authoritative single-volume history of the Army of the Potomac in many years. From Bull Run to
Gettysburg to Appomattox, the Army of the Potomac repeatedly fought -- and eventually defeated -- Robert E. Lee and his Army of
Northern Virginia. Jeffry D. Wert, one of our finest Civil War historians, brings to life the battles, the generals, and the common
soldiers who fought for the Union and ultimately prevailed. The obligation throughout the Civil War to defend the capital,
Washington, D.C., infused a defensive mentality in the soldiers of the Army of the Potomac. They began ignominiously with defeat
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at Bull Run. Suffering under a succession of flawed commanders -- McClellan, Burnside, and Hooker -- they endured a string of
losses until at last they won a decisive battle at Gettysburg under a brand-new commander, General George Meade. Within a
year, the Army of the Potomac would come under the overall leadership of the Union's new general-in-chief, Ulysses S. Grant.
Under Grant, the army marched through the Virginia countryside, stalking Lee and finally trapping him and the remnants of his
army at Appomattox. Wert takes us into the heart of the action with the ordinary soldiers of the Irish Brigade, the Iron Brigade, the
Excelsior Brigade, and other units, contrasting their experiences with those of their Confederate adversaries. He draws on letters
and diaries, some of them previously unpublished, to show us what army life was like. Throughout his history, Wert shows how
Lincoln carefully oversaw the operations of the Army of the Potomac, learning as the war progressed, until he found in Grant the
commander he'd long sought. With a swiftly moving narrative style and perceptive analysis, The Sword of Lincoln is destined to
become the modern account of the army that was so central to the history of the Civil War.
The Boy and the Man
The Gettysburg Address
The Sword of Lincoln
The Gettysburg Campaign
Lincoln's Lieutenants
The United States of North America
Describes the political challenges faced by President Lincoln during the summer after the Emancipation Proclamation, including his conflicts
with General George McClellan, that ultimately gave General Robert E. Lee his best opportunity to win the war.
Abraham Lincoln: The Boy and the Man is not a critical study, but a simple story. Its aim is to present in dramatic pictures the struggles and
achievements of a common man, in whom the race of common men is exalted; who solved great problems by the plain rules of common sense
and wrought great deeds by the exercise of the common qualities of honesty and courage, patience, justice, and kindness. -- Foreword.
Source possibly not from Schaefer.
How Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq Made The Commander In Chief and Foretell the Future of America This is a story of ever-expanding
presidential powers in an age of unwinnable wars. Harry Truman and Korea, Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam, George W. Bush and Iraq: three
presidents, three ever broader interpretations of the commander in chief clause of the Constitution, three unwinnable wars, and three
presidential secrets. Award-winning presidential biographer and military historian Geoffrey Perret places these men and events in the larger
context of the post-World War II world to establish their collective legacy: a presidency so powerful it undermines the checks and balances
built into the Constitution, thereby creating a permanent threat to the Constitution itself. In choosing to fight in Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq,
Truman, Johnson, and Bush alike took counsel of their fears, ignored the advice of the professional military and major allies, and were
influenced by facts kept from public view. Convinced that an ever-more powerful commander in chief was the key to victory, they misread the
moment. Since World War II wars have become tests of stamina rather than strength, and more likely than not they sow the seeds of future
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wars. Yet recent American presidents have chosen to place their country in the forefront of fighting them. In the course of doing so, however,
they gave away the secret of American power—for all its might, the United States can be defeated by chaos and anarchy.
Command at Antietam: Lincoln, McClellan and Lee
Lincoln's Admiral
The Day Dixie Died
Condensed from Nicolay & Hay's Abraham Lincoln: a History: Easyread Large Edition
A History
Abraham Lincoln as Commander in Chief

The Pulitzer Prize–winning historian’s “lively and absorbing” biography of Ulysses S.
Grant and his leadership during the Civil War (The New York Times Book Review). This
conclusion to Bruce Catton’s acclaimed history of General Grant begins in the summer of
1863. After Grant’s bold and decisive triumph over the Confederate Army at Vicksburg,
President Lincoln promoted him to the head of the Army of the Potomac. The newly named
general was virtually unknown to the Union’s military high command, but he proved himself
in the brutal closing year and a half of the War Between the States. Grant’s strategic
brilliance and unshakeable tenacity crushed the Confederacy in the battles of the
Overland Campaign in Virginia and the Siege of Petersburg. In the spring of 1865, Grant
finally forced Robert E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Court House, thus ending the
bloodiest conflict on American soil. Although tragedy struck only days later when
Lincoln—whom Grant called “incontestably the greatest man I have ever known”—was
assassinated, Grant’s military triumphs would ensure that the president’s principles of
unity and freedom would endure. In Grant Takes Command, Catton offers readers an in-depth
portrait of an extraordinary warrior and unparalleled military strategist whose brilliant
battlefield leadership saved an endangered Union.
A definitive biography of General Henry W. Halleck re-creates the complex and obscure
life of a man who bungled his most important mission as commanding general of the Union
armies during the Civil War.
From the best-selling author of Gettysburg, a multilayered group biography of the
commanders who led the Army of the Potomac “A masterful synthesis . . . A narrative about
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amazing courage and astonishing gutlessness . . . It explains why Union movements worked
and, more often, didn’t work in clear-eyed explanatory prose that’s vivid and direct.” —
Chicago Tribune The high command of the Army of the Potomac was a changeable, often
dysfunctional band of brothers, going through the fires of war under seven commanding
generals in three years, until Grant came east in 1864. The men in charge all too
frequently appeared to be fighting against the administration in Washington instead of
for it, increasingly cast as political pawns facing down a vindictive congressional
Committee on the Conduct of the War. President Lincoln oversaw, argued with, and finally
tamed his unruly team of lieutenants as the eastern army was stabilized by an unsung
supporting cast of corps, division, and brigade generals. With characteristic style and
insight, Stephen Sears brings these courageous, determined officers, who rose through the
ranks and led from the front, to life and legend. “[A] massive, elegant study . . . A
staggering work of research by a masterly historian.” — Kirkus Reviews, starred review
Evaluates Lincoln's ability as a director of war and his influence on the development of
a modern command system.
History of the Civil War
Lincoln Takes Command
A Short Life of Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln; a Picture Story of His Life
How Truman, Johnson, and Bush Turned a Presidential Power into a Threat to America's
Future
Grant Takes Command
Atlanta 1864 brings to life this crucial campaign of the Civil War, as federal armies under William T. Sherman contended
with Joseph E. Johnston and his successor, John Bell Hood, and moved steadily through Georgia to occupy the rail and
commercial center of Atlanta. Sherman's efforts were undertaken as his former commander, Ulysses S. Grant, set out on
a similar mission to destroy Robert E. Lee or drive him back to Richmond. These struggles were the millstones that Grant
intended to use to grind the Confederacy's strength into dust. By fall, Sherman's success in Georgia had assured the reelection of Abraham Lincoln and determined that the federal government would never acquiesce in the independence of
the Confederacy. Richard M. McMurry examines the Atlanta campaign as a political and military unity in the context of
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the greater struggle of the war itself. Richard M. McMurry is an independent scholar and the author of John Bell Hood
and the War for Southern Independence (Nebraska 1992) and Two Great Rebel Armies: An Essay in Confederate
Military History.
Long considered a classic, Benjamin P. Thomas's Abraham Lincoln: A Biography takes an incisive look at one of
American history's greatest figures. Originally published in 1952 to wide acclaim, this eloquent account rises above
previously romanticized depictions of the sixteenth president to reveal the real Lincoln: a complex, shrewd, and dynamic
individual whose exceptional life has long intrigued the public. Thomas traces the president from his hardscrabble
beginnings and early political career, through his years as an Illinois lawyer and his presidency during the Civil War.
Although Lincoln is appropriately placed against the backdrop of the dramatic times in which he lived, the author's true
focus is on Lincoln the man and his intricate personality. While Thomas pays tribute to Lincoln's many virtues and
accomplishments, he is careful not to dramatize a persona already larger than life in the American imagination. Instead
he presents a candid and balanced representation that provides compelling insight into Lincoln's true character and the
elements that forged him into an extraordinary leader. Thomas portrays Lincoln as a man whose conviction,
resourcefulness, and inner strength enabled him to lead the nation through the most violent crossroads in its history.
Thomas's direct, readable narrative is concise while losing none of the crucial details of Lincoln's remarkable life. The
volume's clarity of style makes it accessible to beginners, but it is complex and nuanced enough to interest longtime
Lincoln scholars. After more than half a century, Abraham Lincoln: A Biography is still an essential source for anyone
interested in learning more about the many facets of the sixteenth president, and it remains the definitive single-volume
work on the life of an American legend.
Lincoln's law partner wrote a history of Lincoln containing many little-known facts some of which have been disproved by
later scholars.
One of the most dramatic and important battles ever to be waged on American soil, the Battle of Atlanta changed the
course of the Civil War and helped decide a presidential election. In the North, a growing peace movement and
increasing criticism of President Abraham Lincoln's conduct of the war threatened to halt U.S. war efforts to save the
Union. On the morning of July 22, 1864, Confederate forces under the command of General John Bell Hood squared off
against the Army of the Tennessee led by General James B. McPherson just southeast of Atlanta. Having replaced
General Joseph E. Johnston just four days earlier, Hood had been charged with the duty of reversing a Confederate
retreat and meeting the Union army head on. The resulting Battle of Atlanta was a monstrous affair fought in the stifling
Georgia summer heat. During it, a dreadful foreboding arose among the Northerners as the battle was undecided and
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dragged on for eight interminable hours. Hood's men tore into U.S. forces with unrelenting assault after assault.
Furthermore, for the first and only time during the war, a U.S. army commander was killed in battle, and in the wake of his
death, the Union army staggered. Dramatically, General John "Black Jack" Logan stepped into McPherson's command,
rallied the troops, and grimly fought for the rest of the day. In the end, ten thousand men---one out of every six---became
casualties on that fateful day, but the Union lines had held. Having survived the incessant onslaught from the men in
grey, Union forces then placed the city of Atlanta under siege, and the city's inevitable fall would gain much-needed,
positive publicity for Lincoln's reelection campaign against the peace platform of former Union general George B.
McClellan. Renowned Civil War historian Gary Ecelbarger is in his element here, re-creating the personal and military
dramas lived out by generals and foot soldiers alike, and shows how the battle was the game-changing event in the
larger Atlanta Campaign and subsequent March to the Sea that brought an eventual end to the bloodiest war in American
history. This is gripping military history at its best and a poignant narrative of the day Dixie truly died.
Condensed from Nicolay & Hay's Abraham Lincoln: a History
Atlanta 1864
Staff Ride Handbook For The Overland Campaign, Virginia, 4 May To 15 June 1864
Abraham Lincoln
(1961-1865)
A Study in Command
In 1885, when former commander of the Army of the Potomac George Brinton McClellan published a criticism of the
Lincoln administration's interference with McClellan's prosecution of the American Civil War, former U.S.
Representative William Kelley was incensed. In this long-forgotten book, Kelley takes McClellan to task in detail.
Considered one of the most honest and hard-working members of Congress during the Civil War, Kelley used official
war documents, statements from surviving participants, and his own memory of his time as a founder of the
Republican party and friend of Abraham Lincoln to make his compelling case. Ulysses S. Grant stated after his
presidency, "McClellan is to me one of the mysteries of the war." Yet Grant had sympathy for what McClellan's
burdens were early in the war. He remains so today. Brilliant, vain, and insubordinate, his stature was forever
tarnished by his early mistakes and failures to strike decisive blows. For the first time, this long-out-of-print book is
available as an affordable, well-formatted book for e-readers and smartphones. Be sure to LOOK INSIDE or download
a sample.
The Battle of Gettyburg remains one of the most controversial military actions in America's history, and one of the
most studied. Professor Coddington's is an analysis not only of the battle proper, but of the actions of both Union and
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Confederate armies for the six months prior to the battle and the factors affecting General Meade’s decision not to
pursue the retreating Confederate forces. This book contends that Gettyburg was a crucial Union victory, primarily
because of the effective leadership of Union forces—not, as has often been said, only because the North was the
beneficiary of Lee's mistakes.
The winter of 1862-1863 found the Union Army of the Potomac in sad shape, after bloody battles, multiple defeats,
lack of adequate provisions and high desertion rates. When Major General Joseph Hooker took command, he set about
revamping conditions. Instructed by President Lincoln to make the destruction of General Lee’s Army of Northern
Virginia the Union’s top priority, Hooker mounted the Chancellorsville Campaign. Lee’s aggressive battlefield manner
coupled with Hooker’s failure to initiate an assault led to a sound defeat by Confederate forces and left Hooker—who
ultimately had only himself and his lack of initiative to blame—looking for a scapegoat. Among those Hooker attempted
to hold responsible was the courageous Sixth Army Corps, Major General John Sedgwick commanding, the unit
responsible for the sole Union victory of the entire campaign. This history of the battlefield engagements of the Sixth
Army Corps on May 3 and 4, 1863, is compiled from contemporary accounts and a variety of postwar histories.
With Malice Toward None
U. S. Grant and the American Military Tradition
Tried by War
The Civil War Campaigns of David Farragut
A Biography
A Life of General Henry W. Halleck
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